
counsel during the balance of .proceedings. It is no
answer for the Florida courts to say counsel never moved
at trial for a transfer to a county not saturated with pre-
trial publicity; for this failure of counsel is the very heart
of the wrong allegedly done to petitioner. Nor are rcs

.judicata principles applicable, for as I read Whitney v.
Cochran the Entsnainger right-to-counsel issue was nei-
ther raised nor decided.

I would vacate the judgment and remand to the Florida
courts so that the State may give petitioner the evi--
dentiary hearing to which he is entitled. We needlessly
burden the federal regime' when we do not insist that
Florida, which has provided a remedy, have the eviden-.
tiary hearing which will determine the nature and extent
of the pretrial publicity and whether it was trivial or
potentially damaging. •

No. 68

RICHARD KANNER, Miami,. Fla., for petitioner; JAMES T.
CARLISLE, Florida State Assistant Attorney General (EARL
FAIRCLOTH, Attorney General, with him on the brief) tor respondent..
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HACKIN -v. ARIZONA ET A.L.

•

APPEAL FROM THE SUPREME COURT OF ARIZONA.

No: 523. Decided November 13, 1967.	 •

PER C'URIA.M.	 •

The motion to dispense with printing the jurisdictional
statement is granted. The motion to dismiss is granted
and the appeal is dismissed for \\sant of a substantial
federal question. 	 •

MR. JUSTICE DOUGLAS, dissenting.

Appellant, who is not a licensed attorney, appeared in
a state court habeas corpus proceeding on behalf of an
indigent. prisoner. He had previously attempted to secure
appointed counsel for the prisoner, but to no avail. Ap-
pellant was convicted of a misdemeanor in violation of
an Arizona statute providing that "No person shall prac-
tice law in this state unless he is an active member of the
state bar in good standing . ." (Mackin v. State, 

—Ariz. —, 427 P. 2d 910.)
Appellant contends that this statute suffers from

overbreadth and vagueness and is unconstitutional on its
face because it interferes with the rights of the destitute
and ignorant--those who cannot acquire the services of
counsel—to obtain redress under the law for wrongs clone
to them. Ile also alleges the statute is unconstitutional
as applied here, where appellant acted on behalf of the
indigent prisoner only after exhaustive ef forts to obtain
appointed counsel. appellant is no stranger to the law.

*Habeas corpus petitions and petitions under 2S U. S. C. §2255
in the federal courts increased from 505 in 1941 to 2,314 in 1991
(Annual Rep. Adm. Off. U. S. Courts 1994, p. 155) and to 0,697
in the 1907 fiscal year. Animal 3tep.'1997, p. II-5G. 0/ these,.
6,A5 were habeas - corpus cases brought by' state prisoners. Ibid.

refused admission to the Arizona	 Sec Machin v.
Lockwood, 301 F. 2d 499 (C..A. 0th Cir.), cert. denied,
3S5 U. S. 900.	 •

The claim that the statute deters constitutionally pro-
tected activity is not frivolous. Whether a State, under
guise of protecting its citizens from legal quacks and
charlatans, can make criminals of those who, in good
faith and for , no personal profit, assist the indigent to
assert their constitutional rights is a substantial question
this . Court should answer.

Rights protected by the First Amendment include
advocacy and petition for redress of grievances

C. P. v. Button, 371 U. S. 415, 420; Edwards v.
South Carolina, 372 U. S. 229, 235). and the Fourteenth
Amendment ensures equal justice for the poor in both
criminal and civil actions (see Williams Shaffer, 385
U. S. 1037, dissenting opinion). But to millions of
Americans who are indigent and ignorant—and often
members of minority groups—these rights are meaning-
lus. They are helpless to assert their rights under the
law %vithout assistance. They suffer discrimination in
.housing * and employment. are victimized by shady con-
sumer sales practices, evicted from their homes at the
whim of the landlord, _denied welfare payments, rind
endure domestic strife without hope of the legal reme-
dies of. divorce, maintenance, or 'child custody decrees.'

If true equal protection of the laws is to be realized,
the indigent must be able to obtain assistance when he
suffers a denial of his rights. Today, this goal . is only
a goal. Outside the area of criminal proceedings cov-
ered by our decisions of Gideon v. Wainwright, 372 U. S.
335, and Douglas v. California., 372 U. S. 353, counsel.
is seldom available to the indigent. As this Court has
recognized, there is a dearth'of lawyers who arc willing,

'See trilliums v. Shaffer, :355 U. S. 1037, 1010 (dissenting opin-
ion): In rc Community Legal Services, Court of Common Plea.,
of Philadelphia . (No. 3065, :March TC1111, 1990: decided May 10,
19;17; opinion. of Alexander, .1.1.. Sec also 15-c, The Pole of Legal
Services in the Antipoverty Program, 31 Law ik Contemp. Prob.,
211, 2111-217 (1069): "The poor man because of his lark of edu-
cation and social status, may need representation in matters ench
as a dispute with a high-school princii61 over the (11,1ni.,sal of a
child, or the assertion of a complaint for a violation of the health
or building code by a landlord under circumstances where the
I•tter educati-d citizen could speak for him self." For broad
discussion of the many and varied areas where tl• poor need
assistance, s-c Symposium. 54 Col. L. Bev. 319 ct (19961:
Dorsett, ed., Poverty, Civil Liberties, and Civil ]tights: A Sym-
posium, 41 N. Y. U. I,. Rev. 332 (1990): Cahn and Calm, The
War our Poverty: A Civilian Perspective, 73 Yale L. J. 1:317
(1991); :\IcAlpin, A Revolution in law Practice, 15 Clcv-Mar. L.
Fey . 203 (1990); Carlin & Howard, Legal Representation and Class
.Tustin', 12 U. C. L. A. L. Rev. 331 '09951; Sparer, Thorkelson,
and Weiss, The Lay Advocate, 43 Detroit. L. .1. 493 (1909); Levi,
Problems Relating to Real Property, in National Conference on La w

and Poverty Proceedings I (1965)1 Dunham Consumer Credit
Problems of the Poor—Legal Aistance as an Aid in Law Reform,
id.. at 9; l'olier, Problerni-Involving Family and Child, id., at
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causes. N. A. A. C. 1'. v. Button., 371 U. S., at 443.

See also Johnson v. Avery, 232 F. Supp. 783, 784 (D. C.

M. D. Tenn.).
Some States, aware of the acute shortage of lawyers to

help the indidcnt, have utilized the abilities of qualified
law students to advise indigents and even to represent
them jn court in limited circumstances.' But where this
practice is not . sanctioned .by law, the student advo-
cate for the poor may be subjected to criminal penalty
under broadly drafted statutes prohibiting unauthorized
practice of law.

There is emerging, particularly in the ghetto areas.
of our cities, a type of organization styled to bring a
new brand of legal assistance to the indigent. These
groups, funded in part by the Federal Office of Economic

Opportunity, characteristically establish neighborhood

offices where the poor con come for assistance. They

attempt to dispense services on a comprehensive inte-
grated scale, using lawyers, social workers, members of
health professions, and other nonlawycr aides.' These
new and flexible approaches to giving legal aid to the
poor recognize that the problems of indigents—although
of the type for which an attorney has traditionally been
consulted--are too immense to be solved solely by mem-
bers of the bar. The supply of lawyer manpower is not
nearly large enough.' But the necessary involvement of

See, c. g., Matter of Legal Aid Society of the City of Albany,
27 . App. Div. 2d GS7; Hatter of Cornell Legal Aid Clinic, 20 App..
Div. 2d 700; Monaghan, Gideon's Army: Student Soldiers, 45 II. 15.
L. Rev. 445 (1005); Broden, A Role for Law Schools in 0E0's.
Legal Services Program, 41 Notre Dame Lawyer SOS (19(36);
Clea ry, Low Students in Criminal Law Practice, 1G DePaul L. Rev. 1
(1000); Note, 12 Wayne L. Rev. 519 (1006).

'See, generally, Cahn & Cahn, supra, n. 1; Carlin & Howard,
n. 1; Rosenblum, Controlling the Bureaucracy of the Anti-

poverty Program, 31 Law & Contemp. Prob. 1S7, 20S (1000);
Note, Ethical Problems Raised by the Neighborhood Law Office,
41 Notre Dame Law., 901 (1000); Paulsen, Law Schools and the
War on Poverty, Nat'l Conf. on Law and Poverty Proceedings 77
(1005).

The 0. E. 0. Guidelines for Legal Services Programs states that
the programs are expected to be a component of a community
-action agency run, in part, by representatives of labor, business,
religion, minority groups, and the poor. (P. 5.) Residents of the
depressed area served by the legal office are expected to participate
directly in the legal services program. (P. 10.) "The poor must
be represented on the board' or policy-making committee of the•
program to provide legal services, just as they are represented on
the policy-making body of the community action agency." (I'. 11.)
" ."-}"ever the board of the legal services program should'
include at least one representative from each of the areas or neigh-
borhoods with a substantial population to be served." (P. 12.)
The staff of the neighborhood legal office may utilize the talent,.
of law schools (p. 24) and "may include a person trained in the
field of social work" (p. 20) plus "interviewers, investigators, law
students, neighborhood aides, and trained personnel from other.
disciplines." (P. 31.)

'See Calm Cahn, What Price Justice: The Civilian Perspective
Revisited, 41 Notre Dame Law. 927 (1036); "Finally, with
respect . to manpower, we have created an artificial shortage by
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itivoivelitctu, Nab I 0.c,i,Ey co.,"
Appellate Division as one ground for denying the appli-
cation of a proposed corporate aid-to-indigent program
for New York City. Matter of Action for Legal Services,
20 App. Div. 2d 354, 274 N. Y. S. 2d 779; contra, hr re•
Community Legal Services, Court of Common Pleas of
Philadelphia County. No. 4965, March Term, 1966-
(decided May 10, 1967).'

The so-called "legal" problem of the poor is often an
unidentified strand in a complex of social, economic,.
psychological, and psychiatric problems. Identification
of the "legal" problem at times is for the expert. But
even a "lay" person can often perform that function and'
mark the path that leads to the school board, the school
principal, the welfare agency, the Veterans' Administra-.

tion, the police re v iew board, or the urban renewal

agency.' If he neither solicits nor obtains a fee for his.

services, why should he not be free to act? Full-fledged
representation in a battle before a court or agency re-
quires professional skills that laymen lack; and there-
fore the client suffers, perhaps grievously, if he is not
represented by a lawyer. But in the intermediate zone

refusing to learn from the medical .and other professions and to
develop technicians, nonprofessionls and lawyer-aides-:--manpower
roles to carry out such functions as: informal advocate, technician,
counselor, sympathetic listener, investigator, researcher, form writer,
etc." (I'. 034.) Tillie possibility of advancing the cause of
justice through increasing lay involvement in fact finding, adjudi-
cation, and arbitration, should not he sacrificed o prior; out of fear•
of abuse." (P. 951.) See also Ginsberg S p illman, Manpower.
and Training Problems In Combatting Poverty, 31 Laic Contcmp.
Probe.	 (100).

Ziinrotli, Group Legal Services and the Constitution, 76 Yale-
L. J. 006, OGS (1967), reports that the 0. E. 0. legal services pro-.
grams involving lay persons have also survived challenges in Houston,
Texas, and Modesto, Calif.

'Sec Frankel, Experiments in Serving the Indigent, in National -
Conference on Law awl Poverty Proceedings GO, 75-76 (10(35):
"[W .Ic lawyers must certainly confront constructively the idea that
what. we 'have t raditionally regarded as legal business cannot
permanently be so regarded. The needs of the poor for services
in matters that arc somehow legal appear pretty clearly to be
enormous. Among those needs are many kinds of matters that
are narrow, that are specialized, and can be routinized. Matters
relating to housing, to workmen's compensation, to consumer prob-
lems arc a few that one could name 	  [W]c should attempt
to create a class of legal technicians who can handle, under lawyers'
supervision, sonic of the problems• that have thus far seemed to
us to be exclusively the province of the lawyer. I think we have
an important creative function to perform in trying to mark out
these areas where lawyers: are not really needed."

Sec Paulsen, The Law Schools and the War on Poverty, in
National Ccinference, on Law and Poverty Proceedings 77, SI .
(1005): "Services to the poor will undoubtedly call for advocacy
and advice by lay persons as well as lawyers. A lawyer's time is
costly. Not every problem thrown up by legal arrangements re-
quires the skill and costly (line of a law-trained person. We can,
perhaps, expect the creation of advice centers operated by laymen

'not unlike Britain's Citizen's Advice Bureaus."
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vlicre the local'pastor, the social worker, or best 1riend
'ommonly operate, is there not room for accommodation?
)can Charles E. Ares recently said:

". . . the structure of the legal profession is mid-
dle class in its assumptions. We assume that the
lawyer can sit quietly hi his office awaiting the knock
on the door by a client who has discovered that
he has a legal problem and 'has found the way to
the lawyer's office. . . . [t]his assumption is not,
valid for_the great inass.of people who live in pov-
erty in the United States. . . [t]he ways in which
this structure can be changed open exciting and
interesting prospects." Poverty, Civil Liberties, and

• Civil Rights: A Symposium, 41 N. Y. U. L. Rev.
32S, 346 (1966).

Moreover, what the poor need, as much as our corpo-
ate grants, is protection before they get into trouble
nd confront a crisis. This means "political leadership"
or the "minority poor." Id., at 351. Lawyers will play
. role in that. moveMent; but so will laymen. The line
hat marks the area into which the layman may not *step
:xcept at his peril is not clear. I am by no means sure
he line was properly drawn by the court below where
to lawyer could be found and this layman served without
I fee.

Legal representation connotes a magic it often does
lot possesss—as for example, the commitment procedure
n Texas, where, by' one . report, 66 seconds are given to a
ease, thc:. lawyer usually not even knowing his client
Find earning a nice fee for passive participation. Wei-
'aofen, Mental Health Services for the Poor. 54 Calif. L.
Rev. 020, 03S-030 (1966). If justice is the goal, why
aced a layman be barred here?

Broadly phrased unauthorized-practice-of-law statutes
such as that. at issue here could make criminal many of
the activities regularly done by social workers who assist
the poor in obtaining welfare and attempt to help them
solve domestic problems.' Such statutes would also tend
to deter programs in which experienced welfare recipients
represent other, less articulate, recipients before local
welfare department .° .

As this .Court's decisions in N. A. A. C. P. v. Button,
In habeas corpus proceedings, "the practice of a next friend

applying for a writ is ralCkot and fully accepted." United States

v. Houston, 273 F. 915, 916 (C. A. 2d Cir.). It rests on the premise
that "without sonic assistance, their right to habeas corpus in
ninny instances becomes empty and meaningless." Johnson v.
Avery. 252 F. Stipp. 78-1, 781 (1). C. M. I). Tenn.). The next-
friend doctrine was recognized at common law rind is riven effect

in most jurisdictions today, either by statute or by court decision.
See Collins v. Traeger, 27 F. 2d 342, 843 (C. A. 9th Cir.); Er parte
Dosta. 243 F. 634, 6GS (D. C. N. D. Ohio): State v. Fabins•i.

152 So. 207, 200 (Fla.): In re Nowark. 274 Mich. 545, 549; In re

Nob! v. Delmore. 49 Wn. 2,1 31S: 28 IT. S. C. § 2242.
An Arizona statute provides that application for habeas corpus

may be made by the person detained "or by some person in his
behalf ......An,.. Rev. Stat. § 13-2002. The court below recog-

nized that tins statute precluded prosecution of appellant for writ-
ing and filieg the writ application on behalf of the indigent prisoner.
Hock-in v. State. 427 P. 2d, at 911. But the statute was held net

to authorize appellant to argue the matter in court. M., at 912.
1 "Sccial workers in public assistance may already be required to

practice Lew as substantially as if they were in a courtroom. In
ranking an initial determination of an applicant's financial eligibility,
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1, indicate, state provisions regulatio.. ;he legal profes-
sion will not be permitted to act as obstacles to the rights
of persons to petition the courts and other legal agencies
for redress. Yet statutes with the broad sweep of the
Arizona provision now before this Court would appear to
have the potential to "freeze out" the imaginative new
attempts to assist indigents realize equal justice, merely
because lay persons participate." Cf. N. A. A. C. P. v.
Button, 371 U. S., at 346. As we said in Button, the
threat of sanctions may deter as forcefully as the impo-
sition of the sanctions. Id., at 433. In such circum-
stances, "the State may prevail only upon showing a
subordinating interest which is compelling :" Bates v.
Little Rock, 361 U.'S. 516, 524. Certainly the States
have a strong interest in preventing legally untrained
shysters who pose as attorneys from milking the public,-
.for• pecuniary gain. Cf. N. A. A. C. P. v. Button, at
441. But it is arguable whether this policy cannot sup-
port a prohibition against charitable efforts of nonlawyers
to help the poor. Cf. In re Opinion of the Justices-
to the Senate, 2S0 Mass. 607. It may well be that
until the goal of free legal assistance to the indigent in
all areas of the law is achieved, the poor are not harmed
by well-meaning, charitable assistance of laymen. On
the contrary, for the majority of indigents, who are not
so fortunate to be served by neighborhood legal offices,.
lay assistance may be the only hope for achieving equal
justice at this time.

In sum, I find the questions posed in this appeal both.
timely and troublesome; and it would appear that has
standing to raise_the indigents' First Amendment rights
of advocacy and petition of redre ss and of equal justice.
See N. A. A. C. P. v. Button, 371 1 - . , at 428; Griswold
v. Connecticut, 3S1 U. S. 470, 481. . ce the very nature
of the inequity suffered by the p6or precludes them
from asserting their rights to legal assistance in court,
why should the layman who steps up to speak for them
net be held to be asserting their constitutional rights?
Johnson v. Avery, supra, at 786. Cf. Barrows v. Jackson,

346 U.S. 240, 257. Accordingly, I would hear this appeal.

the public assistance worker must complete the applicant's financial
statement. 'Every question, or nearly every question, on the finan-
cial statement, a legal question. When the social worker D(iViSO:7,

Or even discusses the questions or answers, he may very likely be
giving legal advice.' The private social worker who advises an
Applicant that he should apply, how to apply, what to answer and
how to appeal if the application is rejected is also giving 'legal'
advice. When he argues with the public worker on behalf of the
applicant, he is giving representation. When and if he goes to a
beans; on behalf of the applicant, he is surely engaging in ad-
vocacy."' Sparer, Thorkelson, and Weiss, supra, n. 1, at 400--500.
See also McRae and Linde, An Emerging . Joint Venture: Lawyers
and Social Workers, 43 T. Am. Jud. Soc...231 (1965); Rosenblum,
supra, n. 3, at 203.

'Sparer, Thorkelson, and Weiss, supra, a. 1, at 507.
"Such statutes have also been utilized for attack on attorneys

themselves who defend locally unpopular causes, such as civil rights.
See Washington Post, Sept. 120, 1967, § A, at 10, col. 1, reporting a
Louisiana prosecution of a civil rights lawyer for "unauthorized
practice." Cf. N. A. A. C. P. v. Button, 371 U. S. 415.	 .
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